Using the computer in the clinical consultation; setting the stage, reviewing, recording, and taking actions: multi-channel video study
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ABSTRACT

Background and objective Electronic patient record (EPR) systems are widely used. This study explores the context and use of systems to provide insights into improving their use in clinical practice.

Methods We used video to observe 163 consultations by 16 clinicians using four EPR brands. We made a visual study of the consultation room and coded interactions between clinician, patient, and computer. Few patients (6.9%, n=12) declined to participate.

Results Patients looked at the computer twice as much (47.6 s vs 20.6 s, p<0.001) when it was within their gaze. A quarter of consultations were interrupted (27.6%, n=45); and in half the clinician left the room (12.3%, n=20). The core consultation takes about 87% of the total session time; 5% of time is spent pre-consultation, reading the record and calling the patient in; and 8% of time is spent post-consultation, largely entering notes. Consultations with more than one person and where prescribing took place were longer (R² adj=22.5%, p<0.001). The core consultation can be divided into 61% of direct clinician–patient interaction, of which 15% is examination, 25% computer use with no patient involvement, and 14% simultaneous clinician–computer–patient interplay. The proportions of computer use are similar between consultations (mean=40.6%, SD=13.7%). There was more data coding in problem-orientated EPR systems, though clinicians often used vague codes.

Conclusions The EPR system is used for a consistent proportion of the consultation and should be designed to facilitate multi-tasking. Clinicians who want to promote screen sharing should change their consulting room layout.

INTRODUCTION

Internationally, electronic patient record (EPR) systems are used in the clinical consultation; however clinicians and patients sometimes find this problematic. The computer is widely used in primary care.1 However, few models of how to consult incorporate any reference to computer use.2–4 It is claimed that computer use enhances some elements of the consultation5–8 by improving the completeness of medical records,9 accuracy of prescribing, and patient safety,10 11 and supporting chronic disease management.12 Despite the increased use of computers, both patients and clinicians still have reservations about their role in the consultation,3 13 14 and computer use may interrupt the consultation workflow.15 16 Clinicians may get overloaded by information demands or interruptions by the computer, and this can influence clinician–patient interactions,17–19 or result in sub-optimal computer use.20 Prompts presented by the computer can influence the direction of the consultation.21 22 The current evidence base about how to develop EPR systems that can be more readily integrated into the clinical consultation remains limited.23–25

The clinician–patient–computer interaction in a modern day practice demands clinicians to multitask, and cope with various workflow modifiers; this is a difficult environment to research. Observational studies report the urgency and uncertainty associated with clinical workflow, and its non-linear nature.26 27 Clinicians need to be skilful and rapidly change between short duration tasks.28 The limited amount of contextual information reported in clinical workflow studies limits their usefulness.29 Studies focused on analyzing clinicians’ workflow and interactions, for example, by combining audio-video recording and field notes, have reported challenges in data transcribing, coding, and the limitations of the sample sizes.30

Interruptions combined with workplace characteristics, and human cognitive factors have been extensively studied.31 32 Interruptions substantially increase clinicians’ cognitive burden33; and the reduction of the consultation time as a result of an interruption, or clinician failing to return to the interrupted task, could undermine patient safety.34 Strategies suggested for managing interruptions include redesigning the workplace to be interruption resilient and harnessing their possible positive effects.35 Studies of multi-tasking and interruptions have highlighted their combined effect in introducing clinical errors.36 37 The introduction of pay for performance (P4P) in the UK may further contribute to dysfunctional and unanticipated consultation behaviors.38

Notwithstanding the apparent complexity of the clinical consultation, we carried out this multi-channel video study to provide insights into how to make better use of current EPR systems. We did this by observing the context of computer use, how much of the consultation involves clinician–patient–computer interaction, and how the different EPR systems influence the tasks carried out in the clinical consultation.

METHODS

Development of an open-source, multi-channel video toolkit

We developed a multi-channel video and data capture toolkit (ALFA; Activity Log File Aggregation), to overcome the limitations of the
existing observation techniques. It is a culmination of over a decade of development of video methods to enable holistic observation of the consultation. While single channel video has been widely used for research and assessment of competency, it has limitations in providing the richness of data required to monitor the clinician–patient–computer interactions. Prior to the development of low cost digital video recording and production applications, multi-camera filming required professional mixing, making such techniques expensive and inflexible. Further, none of the existing computer usability tools are designed to assess human computer interaction in the context of the clinical consultation where the primary focus of the clinician is their patient, and the information technology (IT) should ideally support that process. We therefore developed a comprehensive open-source toolkit which captures the detail of body language, direction of gaze, screen activity, and mouse and keyboard use (figure 1).

Subjects and setting
We observed 163 real-life clinical consultations conducted by 16 clinicians from 11 general practice surgeries, using the ALFA toolkit. The number of consultations recorded at each surgery ranged from 7 to 31 (mean 15, SD 7.1, median 11, IQR 8.5). All clinicians are general practitioners (family physicians); 11 (69%) of the doctors were male and 10 (63%) were under 40 years of age. The practices were located within inner city areas (73%) or within county towns in the south east of London (27%). Twelve patients (6.9%) approached by the research team declined to take part in the study; none withdrew their consent after the consultation recording. Of the patients who consented to participate, 101 were female (62%) and 62 male; 48.5% of the consultations were with patients who were aged under 40 years. More than a quarter of the consultations had an additional person accompanying the patient (28%, 45/163): mainly children or parents (75.6%, 34/45).

EPR systems
We collected data about the use of four different clinical computer systems in common use; EMIS-LV, EMIS-PCS, InPS-Vision, and iSOFT-Synergy. InPS-Vision and iSOFT-Synergy support strictly problem orientated medical records (POMR), whereas the EMIS brands are encounter orientated and allow text or other data to be entered and filed without entering a problem title. EMIS-LV is most used of the EMIS versions and is the least changed interface over time. It is predominately a keyboard driven system and most consultations are conducted without any use of the mouse. Its screen was designed for low resolution monitors, though this is now embedded within the graphical user interface (GUI). The other three systems, EMIS-PCS, InPS-Vision, and iSOFT-Synergy, are GUI based, with different approaches for presenting on-screen information.

Describing the clinical consultation
We developed a framework for describing the parts of the clinical consultation; this was subsequently incorporated into recommendations for reporting observational studies of EPR by an international informatics association working group. We described the consultation room as having four possible layouts: (1) inclusive, where the clinician and patient share computer screen access; (2) semi-inclusive with patient-controlled screen access, where the patient can view the computer screen without an unnatural body movement; (3) semi-inclusive clinician-controlled screen access, where the patient must move or the clinician must turn the screen to view the screen; and (4) exclusive, where the patient is excluded from viewing the computer screen (figure 2); and report their association with differences in interaction.

We noted the exact start and end of consultations, and measured the time spent by clinicians and patients in the consulting room; and if they were accompanied. We also measured the method adopted by the clinician to call the patient in, and planned and unplanned interruptions. We defined the whole period of a consultation, including the patient coming in and out of the room, as the ‘greater consultation’. The periods before and after the patient is in the room are the initial and final marginal consultation, respectively. The central period is the ‘core consultation’ and is a largely uninterrupted three-actor time where the clinician, patient, and computer interact; the marginal consultation is generally bilateral (two) actor time. (figure 3).

Proportion of the consultation spent using the computer
We calculated the proportion of computer use in the consultation by detailed analysis of the video and by monitoring mouse and keyboard use. We rated each consultation video five times to create a complete recording of the time taken by interaction between actors and carrying out the common consultation tasks. The continuous tasks observed included: verbal interaction between the actors and eye contact; the time taken to interact with the computer including making narrative data entries; and the proportion of the consultation where the clinician and patient simultaneously view the computer, ‘screen sharing’. We made detailed observation of episodic tasks such as reviewing the patient’s history, time taken to search and select from clinical coding lists; or for acute and repeat prescribing. We captured details about other tasks including blood pressure recording, physical examination, and referral. The time clinicians spent using the computer for actions unrelated to patient care or administration we describe as the ‘overheads’. The initiating tasks associated with navigating between functional features were termed ‘transition time’; other overheads included system delays and error messages. We classified the doctor–patient–computer ‘triadic’ interactions into (1) continuous, (2) episodic, and (3) singleton categories; depending on whether they occur throughout the consultation (eg, making eye contact); in blocks (eg, speech); or usually only once (eg, referral).

Rating the consultation and analysis
Over a quarter, (28.2%, 46/163) of the consultations were rated by more than one person; and for a comparative study all three variables were independently rated for all the consultations. During the development of the ALFA toolkit we demonstrated inter-rater reliability. We analyzed the results using SPSS V.18, with descriptive statistics and a multiple regression analysis using the backward stepwise removal method to identify potential predictor variables or the confounding factors of the proportion of computer use.

RESULTS
Room layout; setting the stage
A combination of room layout and the clinician’s actions determined the extent to which patients view and interact with their computer record. The commonest room layout (62.5%, 10/16) had the patient in the clinician-controlled semi-inclusive position, where the patient could only observe the content of their EPR by changing their seating position or the clinician turning the computer screen. Consequently the majority of our recordings are made with this room layout (65%, n=106/163). A quarter of the clinicians (25%, 4/16) had the patient in the
Figure 1  Recording and analyzing a consultation using the Activity Log File Aggregation (ALFA) open-source toolkit. This figure gives an overview of the whole consultation analysis process. (1) Clinical consultation is recorded using (2) a frame grabber, which captures what is on the clinician’s computer, which is also used (3) to capture all the mouse movements and keyboard strokes. (4) The whole consultation is recorded using three video cameras and mixed into a (5) multichannel video, which is manually coded using (6) an observational data capture tool. (7) All the files are joined using the LFA tool. Analysis utilizes ALFA outputs. (8) Histograms of interactions and duration. (9) A consultation overview from the interactive occurrence graph (clicking on any part takes the user to that point in the consultation). This figure is only reproduced in colour in the online version.
patient-controlled semi-inclusive position. Only one general practitioner (6.3%, 1/16) had the patient sit alongside in the inclusive position.

The clinician actively shared the computer screen with the patient in 13 consultations (8.0%, 13/163); screen sharing did not take place in the clinician-controlled layouts ($\chi^2 p<0.001$). In seven consultations there was a single episode of screen-sharing; the maximum number observed was four. In clinician-controlled room layouts the clinician looked at the computer less than in patient-controlled layouts; the mean proportion of the greater consultation was 5.6% (SD 7.6%) and 17.6% (SD 20.7%), respectively ($p<0.001$).

Interaction in the consultation
The mean duration of the greater consultation was 11.8 min (SD 5.2 min, range 2.4–31.3 min); the marginal consultation duration was 38 s (SD 45 s) before and 1:01 min (SD 1:20 min) after the period the patient was in the room. There were no significant differences in consultation length between brands of EPR. In 94.5% (154/163) of the consultations, clinicians viewed the EPR before inviting the patient in. The commonest (39.9%, 65/163) method of inviting patients in was an EPR linked digital display screen located in the waiting room; the median time from activation to the patient entering the room was 30.3 s (IQR 19.2 s). Clinicians personally invited patients in 48
consultations (29.4%); this was the slowest approach (median 45 s, IQR 23 s). Announcing the patient’s name using a public address system was the least common, but marginally quickest (median 28 s, IQR 22 s). Most general practitioners consistently used the same method of calling patient in, though three varied between methods; most often this was because an interruption took the doctor away from their consulting room between patients and they collected the patient on the way back through the waiting room.

Box 1 Common consultation tasks

Continuous type consultation tasks (can occur throughout the consultation, unpredictable)
1 Clinician’s computer use
2 Clinician looking at the computer screen
3 Clinician talking to the patient
4 Patient talking to the clinician
5 Clinician looking at the patient
6 Clinician and patient both looking at the screen

Episodic consultation tasks (may occur intermittently, relatively predictable)
1 Reviewing the past encounters (summary view)
2 Reviewing of examination findings
3 Reviewing of test results
4 Reviewing letters attached to the patient’s EPR
5 Reviewing current medications
6 Reviewing current problems (list view)
7 Reviewing alerts
8 Review patient details
9 Coded data entry
10 Free text entry
11 Reviewing past medications
12 Prescribing – acute
13 Prescribing – new repeat
14 Prescribing – old repeat
15 Referencing – using electronic or printed resources
16 System delays or errors
17 Incomplete/purposeless computer use
18 Responding to or reviewing prompts
19 Transitioning between EPR system’s functional areas
20 Transitioning between EPR system and external applications
21 Other paper work
22 Other interactions
23 Screen sharing
24 Reading or writing aloud
25 Third party interruptions

Singleton type consultation tasks (usually occur only once, relatively predictable)
1 Blood pressure recording
2 Use of data entry forms/templates
3 Issuing and printing prescriptions
4 Writing referral or other letters
5 Generating test requests—electronic or paper based
6 Referral—electronic or paper based
7 Physical examination
8 Patient in the consultation room
9 Clinician not in the consultation room

Figure 4 Clinician (Dr)—patient (Pt)—computer interactions in greater consultation: detailed breakdown of computer use, clinician—patient interaction with or without eye contact, during and outside computer use. This figure is only reproduced in colour in the online version.

Common consultation tasks
In total we identified 40 ‘common consultation tasks’: six continuous, 25 episodic, and nine singleton tasks of the consultation (Box 1).

Multi-tasking and interruptions
Clinicians multi-tasked in the consultation, there were things to do before, during and after the core consultation, and interruptions seemed to be the norm; speech, eye contact, and computer use all took place separately and together at different times (figure 4). Across the greater consultation: clinicians and patients spoke or made eye contact 45% of the time. Clinicians spoke more than patients, talking for 27% compared with 17%. They made eye contact for 39% of the consultation. The computer was viewed or used for 40.6% and mainly comprised the clinician using the computer without interacting with their patients (64%); the remaining 36% was simultaneous with or interleaved with clinician–patient interaction. We noted that 25% of clinicians’ and 35% of patients’ verbal interactions, and 5% of the total eye contact occurred while the clinician was interacting with the EPR system. Physical examinations occurred in 126 consultations (77.3%) with a mean duration of approximately 2 min (median 1:17 min, IQR 1:33 min).

Interruptions were observed in 14.1% of the consultations (23/163); the majority of them were caused by incoming phone calls (13/23). The mean duration of interruptions was 34 s (median 34 s, IQR 22 s). Interruptions mainly occurred in the core consultation (75%), however they appeared to be longer when occurring in the marginal consultation (mean duration 45 s, median 20 s, IQR 41 s). Less data were coded and computer use was shorter in these consultations.

Proportion of the consultation spent using the computer
There was considerable heterogeneity of computer use between clinicians, whether the patient was accompanied, consultations where prescriptions were issued, and brand of EPR system. Notwithstanding this, the proportion of computer use in greater consultation approximated to a normal distribution: mean was 40.6% (SD 14.7%), representing 4:34 min (SD 2:24 min) of an average length consultation. The proportion of computer use in the greater consultation after excluding the episodes of
examination and interruption was 47.6% (SD 14.3%); it was similar across the four EPR brands (median 48.6%, IQR 21.3%). Computer use was distributed as follows: 8% in the initial-marginal, 74% in the core, and 18% in the final-marginal consultations.

The presence of an accompanying person appeared to break this rule. Consultations with an additional person were longer (12:22 vs 11:37 min); and were associated with less computer use in the consultation (35.1% vs 42.8%, 2:54 vs 3:42 min; p=0.003). There did not appear to be any compensatory catch-up in the final-marginal consultation.

Using the computer; reviewing, recording, and taking action
Clinicians’ computer use was divided between reviewing information in the medical record, making new record entries, and taking actions (figure 5). Reviewing the medical record represented a third of the computer use (36.0%), of which just over half (58.0%) is non-specific and the remainder (42.0%) was spent reviewing past encounters. Recording data occupied a further third (31%) of computer use, of which just over a quarter (27.8%) was coded data entry or using data entry forms, and three quarters (72.2%) free-text data entry. The quarter of computer use spent coding can be divided into coding individual items (18.7%), using data entry forms (5.7%), and BP recording (3.4%); taking action, such as prescribing, and the overheads of computer use occupied the remaining 20.0%.

Reviewing the record
Reviewing the medical history required multiple clinician–record interactions; clinicians reviewed the past encounters three to five times in each consultation. There was variation between the four brands of EPR systems (p<0.001). Vision users browsed the record nearly five times (mean 4.7, SD 2.7) using multiple icons to quickly view different aspects of the record. LV and Synergy users interacted around three times with the record (LV: mean 3.1, SD 2.0; Synergy: mean 2.9, SD 2.1). LV users tended to page-up through the journal of previous encounters; whereas after viewing the summary page, Synergy users had to select a specific problem. PCS users had the lowest number of interactions (mean 2.5, SD 1.9) and spent the smallest proportion of the computer use time reviewing the past encounter lists (mean 11.2%, SD 0.3%); this appeared to be because much of the information required is presented on the default screen.

Recording data; coded data entry and blood pressure recording
Differences in the interface designs, specifically the degree of problem-orientation between the brands of EPR, affected whether it was obligatory to code and the time taken to code. The EMIS-LV and EMIS-PCS EPR systems had the least number of codes recorded (1.5 codes, SD 1.5 per consultation) while in Vision and Synergy 2.9 codes were recorded (p<0.001). However, the codes used in the problem-orientated system often added little to patient care; for example, we saw repeated use of: ‘Had a chat to patient’ (Read code 8CB) in 21.0% of consultations with one system. Consultations with PCS had the shortest mean duration for entering coded data (mean 5.6 s, SD 3.4 s). Both LV and Vision took significantly longer to code (LV: mean 9.0 s, SD 6.1 s; Vision: mean 8.8 s, SD 3.9 s; t tests comparing LV and Vision with PCS, p<0.001). Part of the reason for the faster coded data entry among the PCS users (mean 1.8 s, SD 0.8 s) was the ‘auto-suggestion’ feature where the computer suggested a coded term during free-text entry. In the other three systems it took nearly 3 s (LV 2.8 s, Vision 2.8 s, Synergy 3.0 s) to navigate to the coding screen prior to commencing the coding process.

Blood pressure recording varied greatly between brands (p=0.032). Synergy was the fastest with a mean duration of 9.7 s (SD 3.4 s); an icon visible on all screens opens a simple data entry form. Vision and LV were the next fastest, with similar mean durations for data recording (mean 10.6 s for both; LV: SD 2.7 s, Vision: SD 2.4 s). However, they were very different processes: LV required the data entry page or form to be opened using the keyboard; and Vision users either used an icon or had menu led access. The auto-suggestion feature offered in PCS recognizes the clinician’s attempt to record BP values and automatically initiates presenting the blood pressure recording interface; however the delay between the text recognition (usually initiated by entering ‘bp’) and interface presentation lengthened the actual coding time (mean 14 s, SD 3.7 s).
Taking actions; including prescribing
Prescribing functions varied greatly, most notably in the numbers of prompts given when adding a new medication and the impact of system defaults that auto-load when completing the prescription details. The keyboard based navigation and sequential movement between vertically arranged input fields enabled LV users to generate a new prescription in the shortest time (mean 21.6 s, SD 6.2 s). Clinicians using LV also had least variation in duration (IQR 18 s, min 7 s, max 1:06 min). There were two outliers in LV where repeated searches for drug names were done. The time LV users spent activating the prescribing interface was significantly shorter than the other three systems (p=0.001). PCS users have the second longest durations for acute prescribing (mean 25.4 s, SD 11.8 s); clinicians deciding to review the pricing details were responsible for most of the longer duration data entries.

Synergy users took the longest to create new acute prescriptions (mean 26.8 s, SD 9.3 s); they needed to cancel three to five pop-ups, which they usually did without detailed review.

Regression analysis
The regression analysis generated a poorly fitting model explaining around a quarter of the variation in computer use (adjusted $R^2$ 22.5%, p<0.001). Nevertheless there were four significant predictors of that proportion of computer use. We found that the following factors were associated with a lower proportion of the consultation spent using the computer: (1) female clinicians ($\beta = -6.235$, p<0.001); (2) extra persons accompanying the patient ($\beta = -8.73$, p<0.001); and (3) the EMIS-PCS brand of EPR system ($\beta = -7.25$, p<0.01). The Vision EPR brand ($\beta = 6.38$, p=0.018) was associated with a larger proportion of the consultation spend using the computer. Two other predictor variables were not excluded from the model: prescribing ($\beta = 4.58$, p=0.052) and male patient gender ($\beta = 3.77$, p=0.88); however they were of borderline or not statistically significant effects.

DISCUSSION
Principal findings
When the physical layout of the consulting room allowed the patient to view the computer screen they generally made use of the opportunity. Calling people in by phone connected to a waiting room speaker was fastest, followed by a visual display; personally collecting people was slowest.

Clinicians used their computer for a similar proportion of the consultation; this was not influenced by the total consultation duration or the type of EPR system. Clinician–computer interactions formed a greater proportion of the consultation than clinician–patient interactions. Clinicians once appeared to use their EPR system in a consistent way even when this was not necessarily the fastest or most efficient way to do this.

EPR systems’ design features influenced the time taken to achieve common consultation tasks. A GUI with a display or with icons linking to summary data appears to enable clinicians to review data quickly. However, the keyboard appeared to be faster for frequently performed tasks such as prescribing. Enforcing actions in the consultation did not appear to result in improved quality; for example, enforced problem orientation or prescribing pop-ups did not appear to improve the quality of coding or the safety of prescribing.

Interruptions and consultations with more than one person were regular features of primary care consultations and may influence the amount of time available for maintaining the medical record.

Implications of the findings
Clinicians who wish to enable their patients to interact with the EPR record should adjust their room layout to enable this to happen. However, this appears to be associated with a greater proportion of the consultation being spent interacting with the computer. Practitioners may wish to adopt a faster method of calling in patients or feel that there may be benefits from the extra time calling-in patients personally.

The finding that a constant proportion of the consultation is spent using the computer has enormous implications for policy and practice, especially if replicated in other studies. If clinicians are required to carry out actions on the computer which are not important or influence outcomes for patients, then this may displace more important activities. Designers of EPR systems should create systems that incorporate GUI and keyboard functionality where that is most appropriate. Continuing medical education might usefully include video observation or training for established clinicians to optimize their use of their EPR system.

Multi-tasking and interruptions are frequent and systems could be better designed to allow clinicians to move from one patient’s records to another. Sensitizing clinicians that in more complex interactions they are likely to record less, may help improve the quality of records made during these encounters.

Current consultation models should be developed and adapted to incorporate room layout, calling in method and computer use. These models should stress the importance of making the very best use of the relatively fixed proportion of the consultation spent using the computer.

Comparison with the literature
Multi-channel video consultation is relatively new, though has been adopted by others. Previous research has regularly focused on interactions, sometimes adopting ethnographic approaches.52 The lack of attention given to the usability aspects of EPR systems and the need for understanding the nature of the computer use in the context of the doctor–patient communication has been discussed previously.53–55 A video based study comparing four EPR systems has concluded the ‘passive’ and ‘active’ involvement of the computer, with the latter requiring the doctor and patient to adapt their communicative style.55

Previous attempts to look into the multitasking in consultation have combined a video analysis and conversation analysis method.57 A cognitive based observational approach to analyze the data entry by clinicians in an outpatient setting has used a complex set-up: a portable usability laboratory with a video converter, microphone for conversation, and keyboard sound recording.58 Prompts and reminders which were observed in this study as demanding clinicians’ attention, in fact have a significant role associated with clinical guidelines.59 Clinicians tend to consider ability to provide information about medication or presenting reminders as routine tasks associated with EPR systems.60 The SEGUE framework (Set the stage, Elicit and Give information, Understand, Respond and End) also considers the consultation setting and information exchange as important characteristics.61 A study using a similar multi-channel video approach, comparing consultations with two general practice EPR brands and three secondary care settings, suggests the need for a more practical framework aligned with the phenomenological nature of IT use.62

Limitations
A formal workflow model of medical care is difficult to build because medical work is an unpredictable combination of
routine and exceptions. Traditional analysis with its emphasis on the technology often misses crucial features of the complex work environments in which the technology is implemented; the consultation has also been defined as chaotic.44 The variation in real consultations limits the scope for quantitative analysis. This variation may have contributed to the poor fit of the regression model, and its findings should be interpreted with caution. As the model only explained around a quarter of the differences it is likely that other confounding factors have not been included.

Call for further research
How the clinician–patient–computer relationship evolves during the consultation remains a ‘black box’ for many researchers; with a lack of understanding as to what elements of use of IT change or modify health behaviors. More evidence is needed to shed light on this important area and video studies provide important insights. Creation of a standard set of reference consultations with simulated patients could potentially provide more specific information about their functions and recommend strategies for improvements. Some of the findings from this study could now be tested using standardized simulated patients so that better comparisons might be made of prescribing and other consultation tasks.

CONCLUSIONS
Direct observation of the clinical consultation, using the ALFA toolkit, is acceptable to patients; it captures the context of the consultation and the precise timing and duration of key tasks. However, the interactions observed are complex and include how the computer, while not the primary focus of the clinician, is often a distracting informant. Clinicians wishing their patients to interact more with the computer should change room layouts. Consultation models need to let the computer in; and future development of EPR systems should be based on direct observation of the consultation. In this study clinicians use the computer for a fixed proportion of the consultation; users and designers need to ensure that the time spent interacting with IT is as efficient and purposeful as possible.
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